
MOVABLE WALLS

ACHIEVE A SENSE 

OF PRESENCE AND 

PERMANENCE, WHILE

ENSURING YOUR ENDLESS 

ABILITY TO ADAPT.
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Inspiring environments.

Design a space that inspires, endures, and 
evolves, using more responsive Enclose 
moveable walls. Alone or integrated with 
other Haworth solutions, Enclose walls let you 
create sustainable, adaptable, and meaningful 
environments. 

Go to Haworth.com for more enlightened workspace ideas and
helpful tools. Or talk with your Haworth representative today.

ABOUT OUR
COMPANY
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WHO WE ARE

With offices in New Jersey and New 

York, we are a “Best in Class” Haworth 

distributor that represents a wide 

variety of manufacturers (over 300!) 

to ensure that the correct products 

are utilized for every application. We 

proudly hold a place in the top 15% of 

dealerships nationwide. 

We provide a full range of services, 

including but not limited to furniture 

procurement, installation, and project 

management, to influence and 

inspire innovation and productivity in 

corporate spaces throughout the world. 

With extensive knowledge of the 

impact interior spaces have on their 

occupants, CFI has been a leader in the 

implementation of high performance 

interior solutions that create flexible, 

long-term and more cost effective 

interiors. We are committed to 

providing the best quality service and 

CONTACT US

NJ

1154 Route 22 West

Mountainside, NJ 07092

P: 908.518.1670

F: 908.654.8436

NY

11 West 42nd Street

15th Floor

New York, NY 10036

P: 646.817.5755

www.cfioffice.com

    

CFI is an award-winning and international office furniture interiors firm.

are dedicated to the success of our 

customers, partners, and employees.

CFI has grown rapidly and 

continuously adopts intelligence 

and highly-skilled members into our 

growing family over the years. We are 

extremely grateful and proud to have 

a committed staff that continuously 

exceeds expectations.
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OUR STORY & OUR PASSION

Our company was born from an idea 

that flourished in New York City. It was 

determinedly rebellious, but its rebellion 

was revolutionary. Not only did it witness 

the birth of historically new office design, 

it became the guiding light of a new 

lifestyle and of future generations. Struck 

with interest and a little bit of fate, it 

earned and owned its place and evolved 

to become a trailblazer in the world. It 

welcomed new ideas, directed impactful 

change, and influenced people’s lives. It 

created a new way to work and a new 

way to live. 

With open arms, CFI grew rapidly, 

adopting intelligence and innovative 

thought into its family over the years. With 

its incredible hard work and selflessness, 

CFI owned its name in 1994, and grew to 

be the amazing, future-driven group of 

people it is today.

As an award-winning office furniture 

interiors firm, we help breathe life into 

company culture through our attention 

to detail and our understanding of 

beatiful form and function. We have 

extensive experience working in a 

multitude of commercial fields and help 

influence a successful project. Forward-

thinking, committed, and honest. We 

look to the future while respecting 

expertise gained over our broad history.
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OUR SERVICES
We have the full-service capabilities to provide the necessary labor, tools, trucks, and equipment 
to successfully complete your projects.

From planning, specification, 

design, and installation, to training 

and maintenance, we have the in-

house capabilities to ensure success. 

We understand that time is money, 

so our approach is simple: provide 

the best service possible in the most 

cost-effective and timely manner. We 

also have a dedicated walls team that 

handles everything from planning to 

installation!

Our services span across all aspects of 

a project, including but not limited to:

• Movable Walls

• Interior Planning

• Project Management

• Installation

• Reconfiguration

• Furniture Support

• Warehouse & Asset Management 

For more information, please visit:

www.cfioffice.com
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OUR PROCESS

1 2 3

“Walk the CFI Path” - We will help you every step of the way.

UNDERSTANDING

Our primary goal is to create 

sustainable workplaces that utilize 

space effectively, promote a healthy 

work environment, and boost 

productivity. We achieve this by fully 

understanding the objectives and 

restraints of your project, including your 

budget and your desired aesthetic, as 

well as individual and group work 

styles.  We study the ergonomics of 

your current space and your privacy 

needs and really get to know what will 

help improve your workplace.

PLANNING

We work with you to coordinate a 

timeline and a plan that suits your 

needs. We handle all of the gritty 

details so you don’t have to do it! 

We’ll provide you with design typicals, 

actual specifications, finishes, and 

pricing, and we’ll verify all dimensions 

and your selections.

EXECUTION

Installation is easy because we 

handle everything! We’ll coordinate 

installers, develop and submit punch 

lists during the process, and even train 

employees on equipment and furniture 

usage. We’ll check-in with you as much 

as you need us to so you can rest easy. 

But we don’t stop there! We’re here 

for you even after your amazing new 

space is in use. We provide ongoing 

maintenance of your account.
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SUSTAINABILITY
We have several initiatives in place that help decrease our carbon footprint.

CONSOLIDATION
We consolidate small quantity deliveries 

into a multi-stop truckloads to reduce 

the number of shipments. To support 

this effort we are also reviewing our 

“Day of Week” logic, which increases 

consolidation opportunities by defining 

order quantities by geographical 

regions. Additionally, we use decking 

when possible to maximize trailer 

utilization.

SAFE STACK
For LTL sized shipment, our national 

LTL carrier offers a program called 

“safe stack,” which improves cube 

within the trailer and at the same time 

significantly reduces damage.

DAILY TRASH REMOVAL
In accordance with LEED practices, trash 

is removed daily on our own trucks.

INTERMODAL SHIPMENTS
Intermodal shipments are a cost 

effective way of moving our product and 

operate with less emissions, significantly 

reducing our carbon footprint.

SMARTWAY PARTNERS
Partnering with carriers who are 

“Smartway” certified ensures processes 

are in place to lower carbon footprint.

SHIP DIRECT
When possible, we ship product direct 

from the manufacture to the job site. This 

reduces fuel usage and truck emissions.

ELECTRONIC PROPOSALS
Many customers still prefer printed 

materials over digital documents; 

however, whenever possible, we provide 

extensive documentation for proposals  

and other documents digitally.

TRAINING
Our sales and design staff continually 

learn about new sustainable products 

and building process improvements.
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1

Adaptable architecture. Year after year.
 
Achieve a sense of presence and permanence, while 
ensuring your endless ability to adapt. Create a more 
sustainable and responsive environment. Enclose 
moveable walls provide the look, feel, and acoustical 
performance of conventional construction, yet are  
designed to anticipate your need to change.  

Achieve the performance of conventional construction and much more. 
Designed by Studio & Partners of Milan and Haworth Design Studio,  
Enclose moveable walls impart a refined look and a wide variety of design 
options. And the advantages go much further. Enclose walls integrate  
aesthetically and functionally with existing architecture while offering  
superior performance in the face of day-to-day demands. 

Best of all, Enclose walls are 100% reconfigurable. They’ll change and adapt 
more simply and efficiently than many other moveable walls—ensuring 
your facility is agile in response to changing needs. From formal conference 
rooms and small collaborative spaces to touchdowns and breakrooms, 
Enclose offers the versatility—and agility—to support your organization’s 
diverse needs.
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OUR EXPERIENCED
WALLS TEAM
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STEPHEN SCOTTO
Architectural Products Specialist & Team Lead
sscotto@cfioffice.com

MIKE GLAESENER
Architectural Products Specialist
mglaesener@cfioffice.com

Stephen has over 20 years of experience in the 

commercial interiors business and has dedicated 

the last 12 years of his career to the architectural 

products sector. In his role as the Walls Division Team 

Lead, Stephen fosters an environment of teamwork 

that ensures that strategy is clearly defined while 

overseeing performance and maintaining morale. 

His strong communication and client service skills 

enhance CFI’s management philosophy. With a strong 

background in construction and movable walls, 

Stephen does everything possible to ensure his team 

exceeds client expectations.

EXPERIENCE: 20+ years; 12 years dedicated to the 

architectural products sector

CERTIFICATION: Stephen has completed and 

exceeded the certification process for all Haworth 

movable walls lines.

Having worked as a past employee of SMED, an early 

leader in the moveable walls business, Mike specializes 

in the movable walls product category. A team player, 

Mike holds an excellent track record of strong working 

relationships with owners, architects, and engineers, 

resulting in successful construction experiences. 

With extensive project management experience and 

overseeing all phases of multi-million-dollar projects, 

he manages  all aspects of project execution, such as 

verifying furniture specifications and site conditions, 

coordinating labor, and managing overall project 

schedules.

EXPERIENCE: 33+ years

CERTIFICATION: Mike has completed and exceeded 

the certification process for all Haworth movable walls 

lines.
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MICHAEL CLARK
Project Manager
mclark@cfioffice.com

ALICIA AGUIRRE
Design Director
aaguirre@cfioffice.com

With 7 years project management experience, Michael 

has developed a thorough knowledge of architectural 

products, managing client budgets, and general on-

site construction. Michael understands what it takes 

to collaborate on a project from inception through 

punchlist, and his experience in the architectural walls 

realm allows him to meet the high level of services 

our clients expect.

EXPERIENCE: 7+ years

CERTIFICATION: Michael has completed and 

exceeded the certification process for all Haworth 

movable walls lines.

With a bachelor’s degree in Interior Design, Alicia 

has been working in the interior design realm 

for over 19 years and has an exemplary record of 

leadership and responsibility. She has worked on a  

multitude of projects, including those for corporate 

real estate agencies, architectural firms, healthcare 

facilities, higher education institutions, and many 

more commercial clientele. Alicia continuously 

demonstrates her strong ability to lead her design 

team in creating and verifying furniture specifications, 

drawings, and documentation of projects to ensure 

that walls and furniture details are in accordance with 

design intent and overall layout. As a leader, Alicia 

is involved in all aspects of the project design and 

execution, working alonside her team to ensure each 

target is met.

EXPERIENCE: 19 years

CERTIFICATION: Haworth walls specification
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TRACY CARRAS
Senior Designer
tcarras@cfioffice.com

OLIVIA LAFATA
Project Coordinator
olafata@cfioffice.com

With a bachelor’s degree in Interior Design, Tracy 

has been working in the office furniture business 

and interior design industry for over 21 years. She 

specializes in the movable walls sector which has 

given her an excellent reputation in the field. In 

addition to her extensive experience in planning office 

spaces and specifying movable walls, Tracy excells in 

developing objectives, specifying deliverables, and 

coordinating efforts in completion. With her energy 

and dedication to excellence, she delivers unmatched 

value and customized services to her corporate clients.

EXPERIENCE: 21 years

CERTIFICATION: Haworth walls specification

Olivia’s past experience in project management 

makes her a great Project Coordinator. Her knowledge 

of architectural products and furniture has allowed 

her to effectively assist her team. She is excited to 

be working in the furniture industry, as she enjoys 

the combination of business and creativity. Highly 

motivated and with impeccable attention to detail, 

Olivia aims to always exceed client expectations.

EXPERIENCE: 2 years
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We’ll stand by you...
every step of the way.

We will translate your vision into an environment 

that aligns with your goals. Our team of experts 

will integrate the most effect solutions, beneficial 

products, and the correct implementation that best 

suits your needs. Throughout your project, you will 

have a dedicated main point of contact that will lead 

all communications among our CFI Walls Team to 

ensure that all of your expectations are exceeded. We 

invite you to get to know us.
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WALLS PROJECTS &
REFERENCES
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ROYAL BANK OF CANADA, 9th FL

9th Floor
Architect: Ted Moudis Associates
General Contractor: Tishman/Aecom

10th Floor
Architect: Ted Moudis Associates
General Contractor: Tishman/Aecom

11th Floor
Architect: Ted Moudis Associates
General Contractor: Tishman/Aecom

MUTUAL OF AMERICA

South Field, MI
Architect: Applied Design Initiative, LLC
General Contractor: The Alan Group

Irvington, TX
Architect: Applied Design Initiative, LLC
General Contractor: The Vertex Companies Inc.

Clayton, MO
Architect: G3 Architects
General Contractor: ISC Contracting

Walnut Creek, CA
Architect: Applied Design Initiative, LLC
General Contractor: WCI-GC Inc.

Kirkland, WA
Architect: G3 Architects
General Contractor: Pattison General Contractor

PNC

East Brunswick
Architect: Dominick Macaluso
General Contractor: Unity Construction

Neptune City
Architect: Dominick Macaluso
General Contractor: WM Yeomans

Chester
Architect: Dominick Macaluso
General Contractor: ParkO’Rourke Associates

Ridgewood, NJ
Architect: The Bucholz Architectural Group
General Contractor: WM Yeomans
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SIGNATURE BANK

San Francisco, CA
Architect: Huntsman Architectural Group

New York City, NY
Architect: Huntsman Architectural Group

To view additional projects from our portfolio, please visit: 
www.cfioffice.com
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65

Defining design.

Clear, patterned, or custom glass. Monolithic or segmented 
tiles. Frameless, closed, or open corners. Eight door  
options, including full-height, frameless glass doors. Enclose 
offers a tremendous breadth of design options, allowing 
each space to fulfill its specific objectives and achieve  
aesthetic individuality.  
 
Choose Enclose moveable walls in glass, metal, laminate, wall coverings, or wood. 

Finish panels to match your casegoods. Select the corner details and door options that 

suit you. With Enclose, you can create a space that captures your intent today, and 

retains its integrity through every iteration. 

Enclose attends to a variety of needs and offers novel ways to meet objectives for  

every space. Glass etched with a pattern permits light to pass through while providing  

a measure of privacy. Clear glass from floor to ceiling beautifully contains a space and  

offers views. Select wood or wallcoverings to differentiate roles, functions, or locations. 

And create a unique personality for even the smallest spaces, such as compact teaming 

rooms that inspire ideas and collaboration. 
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MOVABLE WALLS &
ADAPTABILITY



Adaptable architecture. Year after year. 

Create a more sustainable and responsive environment. Enclose moveable walls 

provide the look, feel, and acoustical performance of conventional construction, 

yet are designed to anticipate your need to change. Achieve the performance of 

conventional construction and much more. Designed by Studio & Partners of Milan 

and Haworth Design Studio, Enclose moveable walls impart a refined look and a 

wide variety of design options. And the advantages go much further. Enclose walls 

integrate aesthetically and functionally with existing architecture while offering 

superior performance in the face of day-to-day demands. Best of all, Enclose walls 

are 100% reconfigurable. They’ll change and adapt more simply and efficiently 

than many other moveable walls—ensuring your facility is agile in response to 

changing needs. From formal conference rooms and small collaborative spaces to 

touchdowns and breakrooms, Enclose offers the versatility—and agility—to support 

your organization’s diverse needs.



ENCLOSE
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Ready. Set. Change. Enclose walls let you pull any space  
together in minutes flat. The unitized, factory-built panels arrive 
pre-assembled and ready to tilt into place —no assembly, complex 
scheduling of trade workers, lengthy downtime, or hidden costs 
required. Once the walls are in place, any panel or door can be 
removed and replaced without disrupting the entire system, 
making them nimble enough to adapt to whatever the future  
may bring. Even power and data are reconfigurable, so you can 
update your walls as often as you update technology. Thanks to 
the reusable nature of Enclose, it minimizes what ends up in  
the landfill, too. 

Can-Do Construction. Enclose empowers walls to do much  
more than simply divide space. Hang shelves, accessories, or 
furniture—even from other manufacturers. Incorporate writing  
or magnetic surfaces into any part of the wall. Integrate quick-
connect technology into each panel. Reinforce your brand 
throughout your environment. Improve acoustical privacy with  
an impressive sound transmission class (STC) rating of up to  
45. And enjoy complete creative freedom to combine multiple 
materials—all for much less than you’d spend to achieve the same 
effects with conventional drywall.

Effortless Connections. The standard four-inch frame of Enclose 
meshes perfectly with base building architecture, enhancing 
connections to create a refined atmosphere. A range of heights 
and widths lets you tailor beautifully precise solutions for any 
ceiling height or building dimension. It’s also offered with a kit of 
parts to meet all building conditions including bulkheads and 
HVAC systems, so you can create a seamless finish from floor to 
ceiling and column to column.

Value Added. From the first installation to every move you  
make, this proven system protects your bottom line. With built-in 
efficiencies like non-progressive tiling and quick-connect electrical 
wiring, Enclose is the fastest, easiest, and most adaptable wall 
system in the market. Unlike labor costs that vary from region  
to region, the product cost is consistent for everyone. When you 
add up all the costs of conventional construction, Enclose is 
equivalently priced—and with any upgrades, it beats conventional 
walls. And because reconfiguring Enclose is quick and easy, with 
every change you make, the savings keep adding up.

Enclose. An architectural wall system with all the  
fluidity of furniture and all the presence of permanent  
walls. A clean, simple design provides a timeless look,  
while a 10-year warranty ensures the performance will last 
just as long. Sustainably designed to anticipate change,  
its moveable panels offer endless adaptation. It all adds  
up to a performance that’s so versatile it surpasses 
conventional construction.

6 Enclose 7



Thoughtful Integration. Enclose walls look like they were  
made to go with everything else we make—because they were.  
As part of Haworth’s Integrated Palette™ portfolio, Enclose can be 
combined with a wide range of desking, systems, tables, and  

other architectural products. Consistent dimensions, connections, 
and finishes future-proof your interiors, ensuring that the  
Haworth products you choose today will tie-in functionally  
and aesthetically with the ones you add tomorrow.

98 Enclose
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Simply Beautiful. The simple, sophisticated design of EFG 
elevates your environment quickly and easily. With the lowest 
base profile in the industry and refined details like butt-jointed 
glass and polished aluminum corners, the design is clean and 
uncomplicated from top to bottom. 

A choice of sliding, pivot, or butt-hinge doors gives you the 
versatility to meet any space or aesthetic need. And the frameless 
glass system touches the building lightly, using mechanical 
fasteners only at the slab to save you time and money every  
time you install or move a wall.

Clearly Inspired. With EFG, the possibilities for storefront designs 
are truly unlimited. Create endless runs of frameless glass using 
straight lines, variable-angle corners, or even organic shapes with 
faceted curves. Stop and start the glass exactly where you want, 
integrating with standard Enclose walls or seamlessly transitioning 
to conventional construction.

Enclose Frameless Glass. A sophisticated solution with 
effortless combinations, flexible applications, and gorgeous 
floor-to-ceiling walls. Made of frameless glass, these  
award-winning demountable walls provide a storefront 
option that can integrate perfectly with the rest of the 
Enclose system or stand on its own. A 10-year warranty 
promises years of solid performance, and highly recyclable 
materials make them a responsible choice. 

1312 Enclose Frameless Glass



Simply Beautiful. The simple, sophisticated design of EFG 
elevates your environment quickly and easily. With the lowest 
base profile in the industry and refined details like butt-jointed 
glass and polished aluminum corners, the design is clean and 
uncomplicated from top to bottom. 

A choice of sliding, pivot, or butt-hinge doors gives you the 
versatility to meet any space or aesthetic need. And the frameless 
glass system touches the building lightly, using mechanical 
fasteners only at the slab to save you time and money every  
time you install or move a wall.

Clearly Inspired. With EFG, the possibilities for storefront designs 
are truly unlimited. Create endless runs of frameless glass using 
straight lines, variable-angle corners, or even organic shapes with 
faceted curves. Stop and start the glass exactly where you want, 
integrating with standard Enclose walls or seamlessly transitioning 
to conventional construction.

Enclose Frameless Glass. A sophisticated solution with 
effortless combinations, flexible applications, and gorgeous 
floor-to-ceiling walls. Made of frameless glass, these  
award-winning demountable walls provide a storefront 
option that can integrate perfectly with the rest of the 
Enclose system or stand on its own. A 10-year warranty 
promises years of solid performance, and highly recyclable 
materials make them a responsible choice. 
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When acoustical and speech privacy are primary sources of worker dissatisfaction  

and stress, space designers are continually challenged with meeting the acoustical 

needs of people, and within smaller footprints. Enclose Frameless Glass (EFG) 2 Channel 

demountable walls provide the acoustical performance of conventional construction  

in a beautiful, highly adaptable, responsive alternative. 

Enclose® Frameless  
Glass 2 Channel
WallsWhen acoustical and speech privacy are primary sources of worker dissatisfaction  

and stress, space designers are continually challenged with meeting the acoustical 

needs of people, and within smaller footprints. Enclose Frameless Glass (EFG) 2 Channel 

demountable walls provide the acoustical performance of conventional construction  

in a beautiful, highly adaptable, responsive alternative. 

Enclose® Frameless  
Glass 2 Channel
Walls



Privacy, Beauty, and Effortless Adaptability

With the look, feel, and acoustical performance of conventional construction, Enclose 

Frameless Glass 2 Channel walls offer space-saving, easily adaptable options that support 

privacy needs for meeting rooms, conference rooms, and offices. Sounds of conversation  

are contained to the space, while minimizing disruption to adjacent areas.

Features

With Enclose Frameless Glass 2 Channel walls, the possibilities for storefront designs are truly 

unlimited. Floor to ceiling panels achieve a sense of permanence and privacy, while ensuring 

your endless ability to adapt. 

Acoustical privacy – Provides the acoustical performance desired to achieve the 

confidentiality required in meeting rooms and private offices

Dual track system – Accommodates one pane of glass for a standard level of acoustical 

privacy, or add a second pane for greater confidentiality

Frameless design – Allows daylight to permeate throughout the space, unobstructed  

by frames

Efficient and agile – Easily installs, adapts, and reinstalls, without disruption, dust, or 

excessive downtime

Damage-free installation – Touches the building lightly with mechanical fasteners only  

at the slab

Seamless integration – Designed to work with existing Enclose and Enclose Frameless  

Glass walls and doors, and seamlessly transition to conventional construction

Colors, Materials, Finishes

Enclose Frameless Glass 2 Channel walls are available in clear or frosted glass finishes. A 

choice of sliding, pivot, or butt-hinge single or double glazed doors gives you the versatility 

to meet any space or aesthetic need.

Certifications

• GREENGUARD® certified

• BIFMA level 1® certified

To learn more, visit haworth.com.

Enclose Frameless Glass 2 Channel | Product Sheet

Haworth is a registered trademark of Haworth, Inc.
©Haworth, Inc. 2018 1.18 
haworth.com | 800.344.2600

Walls
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Change Your Mind. Change Your Wall. Want to turn a wall into  
a window, refresh your look with a new panel material, or simply 
update your technology? Trivati’s versatile infrastructure and 
non-progressive tiling let you make changes on any scale, from 
moving an outlet to replacing a single panel or an entire room. 
This flexible, future-ready design enables you to meet today’s 
needs and evolve to face new challenges tomorrow.

A Sound Choice. Trivati’s tri-channel design delivers the best 
visual and acoustical privacy in the market, earning even higher 
Sound Transmission Class (STC) ratings than traditional drywall 
and other demountable walls. Integrated double-glazed door 
options maintain the integrity of the wall’s STC rating, protecting 
the acoustical privacy so the sound barrier is not compromised.

Globally Inspired. Locally Made. Originally designed for the 
European market, Trivati has been adapted to make it easier and 
more convenient for Haworth’s North American customers to use. 
It is manufactured in Holland, Michigan, and glass is sourced 
locally for each project, making it less expensive and faster to  
fulfill than European-sourced products. 

Any Form. Any Function. A window. A wall. A door. A room. 
Trivati’s unique tri-channel rail can be filled with one, two, or  
three vertical insert panels to create ideal spaces for any place  
or purpose. Layer glass, veneer, textiles, metal, integrated lighting,  
or any material you can imagine to design atmospheres that  
reflect distinct identities. However you complete the picture, 
Trivati’s light, modern scale and uncomplicated beauty will  
elevate any environment. 

Trivati. An elegant, architectural wall system that can be 
customized to your heart’s content. Its flexible tri-channel  
rail can be fitted with up to three layers of vertical insert 
panels letting you fine-tune aesthetics, visual and acoustical 
privacy, and budget room by room, while creating one 
cohesive look.
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Pinpoint Pricing. The tri-channel rail gives you the flexibility to 
equip every room individually. There’s no need to compromise  
to meet performance or budget needs. One simple solution lets 
you invest more where it matters and less where it doesn’t. 

Future-Ready Framing. As a demountable wall system, Trivati 
offers a flexible long-term solution for changing environments. 
Haworth manufactures the floor and ceiling rails that form Trivati’s 
framework, and the walls themselves are site-assembled using 
insert panels that can be locally sourced. This adaptable design 
ensures interchangeability and reuse, saving installation time  
and costs and eliminating unnecessary waste. 
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